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Abstract. With drastically decreasing costs of genetic sequencing, it has become
feasible to use individual genetic markers to optimize treatment selection in cancer
therapy. However, it is still difficult for medical practitioners to integrate these
new kinds of data into clinical routine, since available information is growing
rapidly. We demonstrate how a blend of manual curation and automated data
extraction and evidence synthesis can be used to generate a ‘living review’, a
summarization of current evidence on cancer classification, corresponding genetic
markers, genetic tests and treatment options that can be used by clinicians to refine
treatment choices. In contrast to a classical review, this automated ‘living review’
offers the opportunity of automatically updating core content when available data
changes, making it easier to keep an overview of the best current evidence. We
discuss some of the findings we made while creating a prototype of a ‘living
review’ for colorectal cancer pharmacotherapy.
Keywords. Pharmacogenomics, evidence synthesis, web-based technologies,
clinical decision support, oncology

1. Introduction
Clinically defined types of cancer are actually a combination of many different
molecular subtypes, based on the mutations that turn normal cells into cancerous cells.
The response to medication and chemotherapy might vary drastically among these
molecular subtypes. With the price of genetic testing becoming lower, the question of
how to best interpret personal genetic data to optimize treatment becomes a key issue.
The use of information technologies and shared databases of clinical genetic findings is
becoming essential to solve this issue. For example, CancerCommons is an initiative
that spearheads the creation and sharing of molecular disease models for different types
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of cancer [1]. CancerCommons introduces the idea of a ‘living review’ of biomedical
information about currently available disease models, pharmacogenomic markers,
ongoing clinical and other information relevant to specific disease that can help
medical professionals select tailored treatments for patients who do not respond to
standard therapy. Contrary to a standard review paper, this ‘living’ review is
continuously updated and extended to reflect the most recent findings about molecular
markers for a specific disease.
Here, we describe the creation of an enhanced living review that blends manually
curated data with data that was automatically extracted and aggregated through webbased technologies, as well as highlighting the biomedical insight that was gained by
creating such a review. As a driving use-case, we focus on colorectal cancer (CRC).
CRC is the third most common cancer type in the world, and its incidence rate is
increasing [2, 3]. For example, there currently are around 50,000 deaths attributed to
CRC each year in the US alone [2].

2. Methods
In order to extract experimentally identified genes which play a crucial role in the
pathogenesis of CRC, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) text data was
downloaded [4]. Additionally, all approved human gene symbols and their aliases were
retrieved from the Human Gene Nomenclature (HGNC) web site by using the BioMart
online tool [5]. A script was developed to extract statements from OMIM text that
contained gene symbols. A script was created to automatically generate a living review
of the collected information in HTML format, so that researchers and medical
practitioners could screen OMIM statements grouped by their relationships with CRC
relevant genes.
To collect pharmacogenomic information about chemotherapeutic drugs
commonly used in CRC treatment, we automatically extracted drug information such
as drug labels, available dosing guidelines and pharmacogenetic tests from several
online databases. A list of chemotherapeutic drugs commonly used in the treatment of
CRC was obtained from the official web site of the Colorectal Cancer Association of
Canada (CCAC) [6]. To create an integrated knowledge source for the drug list,
information including indications, mechanisms of action, pharmacodynamics and as
well as alternate names of each drug from the DrugBank database were collected [7].
The Google Refine tool was used for this task, which provided sophisticated
functionalities for automated data alignment and data fetching from different online
sources [8]. Each drug was also linked to its Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
label which provided detailed information regarding the drug in question [9].
Where available, dosing guidelines and pharmacogenomics tests of each
chemotherapeutic drug were extracted from the Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base
(PharmGKB) [10]. Additionally, gene-drug, drug-disease and drug-drug relationships
relevant to CRC therapy were extracted from PharmGKB.
To extend the content of our integrated knowledge base beyond the knowledge
found in existing databases, several decision making algorithms for CRC classification
and the classification approaches of CRC syndromes were manually collected and
curated by screening the scientific literature and web resources. Classifications and
decision rules based on clinical and molecular features were extracted from Mayo
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Clinic’s Molecular Genetic Laboratory online source [11], the CancerCommon’s CRC
disease model [12], and ARUP Laboratories [13].

3. Results
The majority of datasets and source codes (excluding those subject to license
restrictions) we created are available from [14].
We identified 43 different CRC related genes after screening OMIM text data
which were included in the living review. We also identified 11 major
chemotherapeutic drugs used in the treatment of CRC (capecitabine, fluorouacil,
leucovorin, irinotecan, mytomycin, oxaliplatin, tegafur, raltitrexed, bevacizumab,
cetuximab and panitumumab).
After gathering the data sets obtained from different online databases, we found
that there currently were pharmacogenomic tests available for 5 of these drugs
(capecitabine, fluorouracil, irinotecan, cetuximab and panitumumab). We were also
able to collect pharmacogenomic dosing recommendations for the drugs capecitabine,
fluorouracil and tegafur. Beside this, we determined relationships between variations in
genes and resultant changes in drug efficacy/safety for the gene-drug pairs CCND1cetuximab, GSTP1-fluorouracil/oxaliplatin and ERCC2/KLC3-fluorouracil/leucovorin
(efficacy). We included these drugs in the living review.
Our analysis of molecular CRC disease classification methodologies resulted in the
identification of two distinct major classification methods. The first method was based
on mutation patterns of cancerous tissue, as described in the CancerCommon’s CRC
disease model. This method classifies CRC into molecular subtypes based on mutations
of specific genes (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The CancerCommon’s approach for molecular classification of CR
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The second classification method of CRC was obtained from Mayo Clinic’s Molecular
Genetic Laboratory online source (Figure 2). We merged both classifications,
effectively unifying molecular knowledge of both hereditary and non-hereditary forms
of CRC [15]. The decision tree and additional visualizations of the knowledge base can
be viewed at the project web site [14].

Figure 2. The Mayo Clinic’s Molecular Genetic Laboratory approach for classification of CRC syndromes.

Our analysis also identified several genetic markers that might be of crucial importance
in terms of CRC drug effectiveness and toxicity, but which are not backed by sufficient
clinical evidence yet (examples are variations in CCND1, GSTP1, ERCC2 and KLC3).
Our analysis of cost-effectiveness of genetic testing in CRC therapy showed that
most current data focused on screening strategies for carriers of hereditary forms of
CRC such as HNPCC [16, 17] and FAP [18]. There was no extensive data on the costeffectiveness of genetic tests related to CRC classification for pharmacogenomics
decision making available, except for some key genes such as UGT1A1 [19] and
KRAS [20]. Hence, we are working on extending our knowledge base with data about
costs of available genetic tests to assist decision makers in the cost-effectiveness
analyses of using less established genetic biomarkers.

4. Discussion
Herein, we described an initial framework to create an extended, automatically updated
living review about personalized treatment options in colorectal cancer based on a
mixture of automated extraction of publicly available data sets on the web with manual
curation of the scientific literature. Our resources go beyond the previous state-of-theart by providing a more complete view of genetic markers for colorectal cancer
treatment, incorporating genetic markers for both hereditary and non-hereditary types
of cancer, as well as the ability to automatically update key parts of the living review
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without manual work by medical experts. For example, this enabled us to merge
decision trees with automatically updated data on genetic markers relevant for specific
decisions in the treatment workflow. Still, the resources presented in this paper are at
an early stage of development, and more work is needed to efficiently balance manual
curation and automated data harvesting and presentation.
We are currently preparing to practically apply the methodologies developed in
this work in two ways: First, to collaborate with clinicians at the Vienna General
Hospital in order to provide them with an evidence base for refining standard operating
procedures for cancer treatment based on the latest information from scientific datasets.
Second, we are developing clinical decision support systems that can make use of the
structured knowledge and which can be embedded into hospital information systems.
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